The stupid scene deuced upon Lincoln Washington last night for its ninth annual meeting this month, the climax to commemorate the birthday of great American, George Washington. Among the coming celebrations a few unusual items of business pertaining to camp life were disposed of.

Holding the agenda was a proposal for the installation of parking permits in the stadium. After much hot debate it was decided that action to this effect would seriously injure social life on campus.

The next proposal was a scholastic journal that has just been given for this coming year. The board of trustees are on a special meeting, with Jim Lindley, editor of "The Voice," that they have received a gift of $500,000.00 from wealthy senior, Tom Shaffer, so that it is to be a scholarship fund beginning with the academic year, 1935-36.

Mr. Shaffer has given this money with the stipulation that it be used to add that student who has received the most C's in his freshman, sophomore, and junior term at Wooster. It is in these three classes, Mr. Shaffer watched many scholarships so far because his academic standing was not low enough and he felt that none of those funds should be made to provide stipends for students who are not only by the grant of their draft board.

Mr. Shaffer is currently a member of the Phi Delta Alpha, the child's singing group, the Trio Toto Tenor and the marching band of the school. This year he is also serving as vice-president of the "D" Lower Club.

ATTENTION

"Those students who persist in driving horses owned by other persons especially during the time when Wooster Methodist Church is in session, may soon find themselves in the hands of the law. A word of warning to the wise.

We Will Dispose Fortunately of YOU, YOUR FAMILY, and YOUR CASH—HA! HA!"

The Jesse James (Wayne County) Bank

Sluth (Sans Sleep) Snare Sly Scholar

G. Washington Toasted In Stupid Senate Agenda

Boy Detective Exposes Fraud
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ROOM  STAFF

The following outline of procedures of the day was handed in recently by a Freshmen English class. Who's life?

7:00 GUT UP (46)
7:30 L.E.P. L.U.P.
8:00 Awake
Put me to coffee and take
9:30 Time for first cup. Take off coffee.
10:00 Serve coffee.
10:30 Time for dish, go eat breakfast, consider next day of work. Give notice of next day's work.
10:30-12:30 Give up considering coffee, think about instructor's reaction to food served me.
11:10 Leave class, light way across campus outside burning device, hint-

12:10 Watch for class, begin considering next report.
12:45 Acquire comments of intro. to French
13:00 Grow at desk, mow lawn to desk homeward backwood. Hint. Back our observations. Read. That.
13:30 Trivial concentration, and in doing so,
13:30-15:00 Fall asleep in their conscientiousness.
13:30 Wake up with efforts, decide to study French.
13:30 End class, consider next day of work. Give notice of next day's work.
13:30-15:00 Consider next day's work.
13:30-15:00 Acquire French class. Complete computer writing of report.
13:30-15:00 Complete next investigation paper 3.84 times.
13:30-15:00 Wake new class, consider next day of work. Give notice of next day's work.
13:30-15:00 End class, consider next day of work. Give notice of next day's work.

No one on campus seems very clear about what a choreperson is or what he (or she) does. It is an old-established tradition that we must have several of them at every co-ed social function and it is usually "the more the merrier" because not only is there safety in numbers, but there is also a lot of social activity and conversation to be had at the tables of bridge, which should keep their minds off their duties for the time being.

Women define a choreperson as "a persons, eg. a matron, who accompanies one or more young unmarried women in public places and acts as a bodyguard in order to keep us from the above defects that we have fallen into the care of using the word incorrectly. It is generally known that the work is done by the unmarried and (even the married) women at Wooster with a slate report rather than the precision of the police. If he fails to do his job, his definition we would be terribly short of chorespeople, and to mention matters.

We feel that the number of chorespeople for any one function should be limited, if not stipulated. Having attended a portion of the recent mixed social parties we have seen some disgusting practices such as hand holding and even being caught if one missed it when women got together to play bridges. In order to outdo themselves in the game, in this case, with destination effects. You children, and what you are the age of 21 and need more protection that is afforded by these female society of our own.

It has recently been suggested, and I think it will be incompletely for what it's worth, that we have at least two parts per weekend in conjunction with the student social activities. They would be more properly sponsored and probably eliminated if the chorepeople were there. Because there would be a free interchange of theories and student social activities is a profession: the living and this is the process which this presents the total lack of real cards and table. Pick-up nick is not entertained by the faculty successfully addicted to bridge and no substitute is permissible.

In conclusion, we feel that every section and club on campus should make every effort possible to clean up their functions with the realization that "we are trying to be a Christian college."

The Latest On Bulb-Snatching

The cost of electricity at the college is indeed a problem of great concern to all students. It is the problem of every student. It is the problem of the student. It is the problem of the student. It is the problem of the student. It is the problem of the student. It is the problem of the student. It is the problem of the student.

First, all electric clocks should be unplugged when the resident is not in use. It is not necessary to keep them plugged in when they are not being used. The bulbs should also be unplugged when there are no students present.

Second, all light bulbs and sockets should be turned off shortly after 9 p.m. After we have had our evening services and have used all of our energy, we should turn off all the lights. It is not necessary to keep them on all night.

Third, all oscilloscopes should be plugged into the sockets when they are not in use.

Fourth, all air conditioning and heating systems should be turned off when not in use.

Fifth, all electronic equipment should be unplugged when not in use.

Gentle Bunk...

No, I am not referring to those times when we take a nap, after a hard day's study. I am referring to the time when we actually go to sleep. The difference lies in the quality of the sleep. The gentle bunk is a time when we allow ourselves to relax and recharge our batteries. It is a time when we can truly rest and rejuvenate ourselves.

On the other hand, the hard day's study can take a toll on our mental and physical well-being. It is important to make sure that we are getting enough sleep, and that we are allowing ourselves to relax during the day.

And so, the gentle bunk is a time of rest and rejuvenation, while the hard day's study is a time of challenge and growth. The two are necessary for a balanced life. It is important to strike a balance between the two, and to make sure that we are getting enough sleep, and that we are allowing ourselves to relax during the day.

Lizzy's slurp...

Lizzy's slurp is a delicious Indian dish that is a staple in most Indian households. It is a sweet and spicy dish that is perfect for a cold winter day. The dish is made with a base of yogurt, which is mixed with spices and vegetables. The dish is then simmered on the stove until the vegetables are cooked through.

The dish is usually served with rice or bread, and is a great way to start the day. The flavors of the dish are bold and aromatic, and it is a dish that is sure to please any palate.

In conclusion, Lizzy's slurp is a dish that is sure to delight any Indian food lover. It is a dish that is easy to make, and is a great way to add a touch of international cuisine to your kitchen. It is a dish that is sure to add a bit of spice to your day.

Gentle Bunk...
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Gentle Bunk...
Wooster VICE Sports

The Bare Facts

by The Bear

There has been constant counting all year by the Advertising Co-op that she never gets to put enough ads on the sports page. Since this week is kind to advertising men, we have had to redact the remainder of those two columns to advertising, and then carefully, please. They make quite a bit to the girl!

We’re Going Crazy, Too!

Things for only a Dollar!

February 25, 26, 27

MEN’S

1. sport shirts
2. slacks
3. sport coats
4. sweaters

WOMEN’S

1. dresses
2. shirts
3. sweaters
4. blouses

The William Amott Co.
Good Merchandise—Our Business and Pleasure—Since 1879

ONE OF THE GREATEST SALES IN MODERN RECORD HISTORY during ONLY February
Buy Any Columbia L.P.
RECORD — get another at HALF PRICE
cent red seal catalogue
RCA Victor L.P.
 RCA Victor L.P.
sale at 50% off!

WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER

Is Spring Here?

Weather be foul or good—Your new spring shoes are here.

LATEST STYLES for M. or F.

AMSTER SHOE STORE

Since 1884.

Only 816 Days ‘til Christmas...

The Store of a Thousand Beautiful Gifts

FREEDLANDER’S

Ice Hockey To Open At Wooster

College Plans Turn Frigid
As Scot Colors Go on Ice

Special from The Cleveland Plain Dealer by Bruce Kelemen

Wooster hockey will be played in the Ohio Conference next year—and Wooster will get open in the Second Round of Conference competition.

Although this writer has been exceedingly mild as far as cold, crisp weather is concerned, the Conference has consulted several outstanding prognosticators who have been haranguing plenty of cold weather, but little snow for Ohio during the winter of ’54.

The first question that confronted the Wooster athletic department is where the game should be played. At first plans called for flooding the stadium, but this plan might trigger the rise of the beautiful Seervice tuff.

The new has been decided to find the boundaries between Hewett and Mr. Un, and to construct cement courts to the east and west of the area.

Although the weather promises cold weather next year, Wooster has no chances. With the usual thoroughfare at its disposal, a configuration will be constructed under the sun in time to assure perfect ice throughout the winter.

The Student Senate is pressing for lights to be constructed so that regular service during game nights can take place throughout the year.

Some men of the athletic department had had no such plans in connection with coaching my hockey, but Ernest Conlin’s plans to get right in time have already had his knowledge of the sport and he will be glad to start.

Several outstanding hockey players who furorizing Wooster have announced that they will be playing for the first game.

Practice Field Lit

Late March or early April will see the completion of six to eight lights on the athletic field between Severance and Wooster. These lights are being put up for intermittent softball and baseball.

Games will be held in the afternoon, but by the third week, Saturday games under the lights. It is hoped by Miss Severance and Mr. Ferguson to have lights play four rounds. Each team will play four rounds.

Also, there will be bleachers rented that will cost just a little for anybody’s
da small electric standup lamp which will be used in the first game. It is hoped by the release of lights and the extended schedule in practice that games will occur at the same time as at present.

The Advertising Staff Wishes You

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

COOPHYPHER J. LIZZA
MYRTLE C. D. E. GAMBLE
JOSEPH A. KERSE
NARCISUS RUSSELL

Buy Your Space Suits Here.

Finest Quality, Best Bargains!

The Gift Corner

Your Advertising Manager

You, Too. Can Spend an Advertiser’s

Patronize My Advertisers!

I Dedicate This Ad to

GRANDPA

My Voice-Lock Companion in Life.

Always is Always Was

and ever shall be a Pleasure Memory

Amen—Marcia

WOOSTER THEATER

FRI., SAT., SUN., MON.
"KING OF THE KYHBER RIFLES"

CINEMASCOPIC

and

STEREOPHONE SOUND

STARTING FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20
"KINGDOMS OF THE ROUND TABLE"

Since 1884.

The Store of a Thousand Beautiful Gifts

FREEDLANDER’S

Keneden Teams Tackle Football

Next fall the campus will see some things as peculiar to intercollegiate sports. The Keneden league will play tackle football. A wealthy donor has given to the college a sum of money to be added to the stipulation that it be used in the intercollegiate sports. It has been decided that the change in tackle should be played.

The teams will remain eight-man teams. The games will be similar to the near high school football played in this area.

The teams will be fully equipped, including helmet to cleats shoes. The uniforms will as follows: First: Back—Gold, Second: White. Third: Black, Fourth: Dark Blue, Fifth: Red, Sixth: Blue, Seventh: Light Brown, and Eighth, Light Blue. The fewer team will wear Green. Due to the high expense of plastic helmets, these will be made of white helmets, and four sets of black helmets. Opposing teams will wear approved colored hats.

It has been rumored that several other colleges are looking over this high school talent. Some situations have even returned offers.

Get Your Shoes Cleaned

LAHMS JEWELRY

We Do the Job in Town!

Meteorite Lover Gets Cranite

Wooster will be the home, in the person of Mr. Joe Duhe, a planning and former meteorite collector on the Wooster campus in the near future.

A quarterstaff—according to Mr. Duhe—a staff, formerly used as a weapon by the Australian Aborigines to drive animals and the middle and between the other middle and the middle.

In the final analysis, quarter-staffing is an unspeakable good that makes the set of knuckledusters at the knee. If the American Meteorite is the champi- onnat; it is to be, with the quarter-staffing is to start it again, the rage, and he would like to have all intergalactic per- sons have his attention to himself and knowledge of the (worldly) method of self defense.
ARNOld"

The following significant items were taken from previous issues of the

Ode to a Fox
Join a valiant and see the world.

Delusion
LXX-I Love and know
Paledim-A man whose voice is
borne from college.

Drop a tear
For Milton Rush; he died while eating
Kenned Memorial.

Breaker a sigh
For Mary Mole
They found her poor
Was full of smoke.

No, freshmen, Little quarters are not
National currency.

And then there's the freshman girl
who thought Cobb Day was so odd
for discussing the race problem.

WE CLEAN AND WASH
ALL FALSE TEETH
GLASSY EYE-GLASSES
AND YOU

THE LAUNDROMAT
Don't make a fuss.
Deal with us.

TAYLOR'S DRUM

Get Your Rattlers for the Game
at
THE SHACK
Join the Air Force,
Be a Member of the Crew!
Recruiting Center:
TAYLOR'S SHOE STORE

Exams are over, don’t be blue!
Rose up here and have a chow!

Farm Dairies
Madinon Ave. Cleveland Rd.

Roses are red,
Violets are blue!
Come up to the Point
And taste their goot!

This All Is in Memoriam of
"THE VOICE"
which, before this issue, was, but now isn’t.

Famous Last Words
"Boy, do I count that English line?"
With all the women complaining about sitting at home; I won’t have any
trouble getting a date for Friday night...
"Summer McCarthy can’t be as bad as the newspapers picture him."
"All right, I’ll pay600 to get you a fancy one, but only two or three
kinds at most...
"No, I refuse to go out with you if you grow a beard...
"We still won’t mess up. We can go to secret Al19Kemmel..."
Dan Beebe

Raye Old Prints
by Jim Coopr
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